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Cement Encaustic Tiles – Technical Information 

 

BEAUTY OF HANDMADE TILES - SELECTING 
Cement encaustic tiles are handmade using the traditional methods from over 

100 years ago. The tiles are made one by one using by hydraulic press, wax 

and water-curing process with a very authentic outcome. These unique tiles 

can be seen in many parts of the world in heritage and contemporary 

buildings in SE Asia, Morocco, Spain and nearby Mediterranean and even 

places like Cuba.  

This traditional production process creates both beauty and character and 

means each tile is unique and interesting. There are over 60 colours that are 

bright  

Being handmade means there will always be slight imperfections, irregular 

edges, variations of shade and size. Sometimes there maybe the appearance 

of fine hairline crazing in the surface layer and this is normal. The 

imperfections give the tile personality, and are not obvious to the eye, do not 

compromise the performance of the tile while creating an interesting 

handmade character for the whole floor. The beautiful colours are mixed by 

hand and will always vary slightly.  

Salt deposits called efflorescence may appear on the tiles and give the 

interesting variations in the colour. 

Hand made tiles look best when they have a handmade and natural look. 

These tiles can be used for wall and floor internally; and externally (preferably 

undercover) however please note that oxides may weather in exposed 

external areas. There are however examples throughout the world of 100+ 

year-old cement encaustic tiles still in place. 

 

PURCHASING CEMENT TILES 

We can individualise your order and offer an in-house design service. 

As this is a traditional factory, allow time for special productions. There are 

many colours and designs in stock in Australia - we can design a layout for 

you from these.  
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Allow % for wastage. 

Check stock available prior to specifying. 

The beauty of these tiles is their versatility - this means they can be mixed up 

as random designs, patchwork colours or placed to form patterns. 

There are over 20 plain colours and a huge range of patterns 

Any left over tiles can be used for table-tops or other interesting pieces. 

Always keep a few spares just in case. 

**Request installation, sealing and maintenance details.  

 
INSTALLATION GUIDE 

**Please ensure that installation instructions are obtained from supplier prior 

to starting to lay cement tiles. We do not accept complaints after tiles are 

installed. It is important to read and follow the installation instructions as the 

supplier will accept no responsibility once the tiles are installed.  

 

**Cement tiles will require sealing with a penetrating sealer, and must be 

clean and dry before the tiles are sealed. Depending on the application these 

tiles may require sealing prior to laying.  

Please check with your supplier prior to sealing to ensure correct products 

and processes are used. 

 

INSTALLATION PROCESS 
These tiles are a traditional handmade product and as with stone there may 

be some irregularities in size, thickness and colour. 

It is recommended to select tiles from a number of boxes prior to laying. 

Check for variation in thicknesses and grade the tiles prior to laying. 

Before laying, cleaning the under surface of the tile with a wet sponge to 

ensures there is no dust or other contaminants, which may affect adhesion of 

tiles to the surface. This creates a better bond as the damp tile absorbs less 

moisture from the adhesive. 

The surface to be tiled may need to be primed first to reduce water 

absorption. Alternatively the tiles may be dipped in water for 2-3 seconds to 

reduce the absorption. A flexible adhesive needs to be used that is suitable 
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for use with moisture sensitive tiles.  Use an experienced and qualified tiler 

who is able to make the best decisions and who is aware of managing 

absorption rates of a cement encaustic tile.   

The adhesive needs to be applied evenly to the substrate using a wide 

notched trowel and fully covering the back of the tile with adhesive. 

Sometimes these tiles are not an even thickness on the underside (ie. the 

centre area can be raised), so may need extra adhesive applied to create an 

even coverage. 

In bedding down the tiles they should be carefully pressed and not hammered 

with heavy instrument such as a hard rubber mallet as this may cause micro 

cracks. 

Grout spacing is minimal, 1-2mm, and once applied, Immediately remove any 

excess grout with a moist cloth. We suggest mid grey or light grey grout as 

this blends well with the tile and is easier to maintain. Do not use dark grouts 

as these may stain the tiles.  

 
SEALING 
Prior to any sealing the tiles need to be thoroughly cleaned and 

completely dry.  
A pre-seal needs to be applied either before installation or at least 
before grouting.  
For a pre-seal we suggest sealing with a pre-seal such as Dry Treat Ole 

Repella, this can be diluted 50:50 with water as a pre-seal only. 

The sealer must be left to dry for four hours before the grout is applied (no 

darker than a mid to light grey). 

Once the grouted tiles are thoroughly clean and dried they require further 

sealing (suggest using a moisture meter to ensure no excess moisture prior to 

sealing, as sealing a moist floor can result in dark marks). 

We suggest sealing with another Dry Treat sealer using 2 coats of Dry Treat 

Stainproof  -To apply allow about 10 m2 per litre per coat of Stainproof  

Alternatively seal with Metacream – To apply 1 coat of Metacream (to apply 

allow about 5m2 per litre).   
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In some circumstances a solvent-based sealer such as Dry Treat Stainproof 

may enhance the colour of the tile.  To reduce the likelihood of this happening 

original you may wish to use a waterbased sealer such as Dry Treat 

Metacream. 

***All manufacturers instructions must be followed carefully for all products 

used to ensure a satisfactory installation and sealing process. 

Sealer applied incorrectly can alter the appearance of the tiles and leave a 

film on the surface that can be very difficult to remove. 

MAINTENANCE 
The tiles should not come into contact with any acidic cleaners (both sealed 

and unsealed).  

Clean with warm water and a clean non-abrasive cloth sponge or mop.  

Use a PH neutral cleaner that is specially formulated for tiles & grout and for 

example any product that is suitable for terrazzo or stone.  

 Always read product instruction and carry out a small test area first before 

applying to the whole floor. 

Ordinary household cleaners (including acidic, alkaline, abrasive, bleach or 

ammoniated cleaners) are not recommended as they may degrade the sealer 

that was applied to the grout and tiles to protect against stains. 

For more information on Dry Treat products please check website 

http://www.drytreat.com.au 

 

 




